Tim Brown is a retired, decorated 20-year FDNY firefighter, and a survivor of the 2001 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center, a first responder to the 1993 terrorist attack on the WTC and a veteran of the New York Urban Search & Rescue Task Force team that responded to the 1995 terrorist attack on the Alfred P. Murrah federal building in Oklahoma City. Tim lost 93 of his friends on Sept. 11th, including his two best friends.

His last assignment in the FDNY was Rescue Co. 3. He served several years in Mayor Giuliani’s Office of Emergency Management. Tim spent two years on special detail to the federal government, serving as a special assistant to the Secretary of Health and Human Services during the Anthrax terrorist attacks in 2001-2002, earning his Top Secret government clearance while helping to build command and control into the Department. He also responded to the Station Nightclub fire in Rhode Island which killed 100 people. Tim helped the Governor manage the aftermath and stayed on to recommend changes to their emergency management system.

Tim has been a leader in defending the memory of those lost on 9/11 at Ground Zero. He has become a media commentator on the subject and has appeared on all major news channels including FOX News, CNN, MSNBC, CNBC and dozens of local news programs. Tim is a sought-after voice on the subject and has appeared in many documentaries. He co-founded theBravest.com, Inc. and EmergencyStream.com with his brother, Providence, RI firefighter Chris Brown.

One of the documentaries Tim participated in is “Rebirth,” a difficult and honest feature-length film that follows 5 people for over 7 years and documents their journeys through grief, resilience and hope. Tim has worked with the non-profit organization that owns the film, Project Rebirth, to develop programs that target different groups that deal with an inordinate amount of loss, including the military, first responders and the funeral home industry. In fact, the film was designated important enough on the subject of grief that it was shown at the White House at the request of Vice President Biden who suffered great personal loss earlier in his life.

Rebirth Official Theatrical Trailer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JRLkWcf80A

Rebirth (Hollywood Reporter)
http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/review/sundance-review-rebirth-74563

Remembering the Heroes of 9/11/01 on FOX News:

Remembering the Fallen Heroes of 9/11 on MSNBC
http://video.ca.msn.com/watch/video/remembering-the-fallen-heroes-of-9-11/17y3l8kiu?cpkey=755f1b92-dc17-4093-a4de-e9631cfddde6%7C%7C%7C%7C

On the Laura Ingraham Radio Show Remembering the Heroes of 9/11/01:
http://lauraingraham.com/pg/jsp/charts/streamingAudioMaster.jsp;jsessionid=ABBF9BBF4D736329B3551AA6484CBEBF?dissipid=302&headerDest=L38nL2pzC9tZWRpYS9mbGFzaHdlbGNvbWUuanNwP3BpZD0xMTQ1NQ==

On FOX & Friends Reacting to Osama bin Laden’s killing:
http://video.foxnews.com/v/4672000/first-responders-mixed-emotions-over-bin-laden-death/

Tim Brown Official 9/11 Testimony
http://www.thebravest.com/xaboutusTimtestimony.html